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Epic Quest Master specializes in 3D printing terrain for multiple wargaming scales.  This Virginia 
Beach-based online store has partnered with multiple 3D terrain designers and prints a wide range 
of terrain features from ships to castles to alien field generators. 

 

If you are looking to add some visual flair (and some nice LOS blocking) to your tables, then be 
sure to check out Epic Quest Master! 

 

 

 
NO: Give us a bit of background on your company/business. How long have you been in 

business? What is your mission statement? 

EQM: We are into our full second year as professional printers. The company grew out of 
combining two hobbies into one. We like table top gaming and creating great battle 
landscapes. The 3d printing has allowed us to create some truly epic quests for our armies 
to battle on. 

 

 

MEET EPIC QUEST MASTER 
 
 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
 
 

https://www.epicquestmaster.com/
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NO: What is your most popular product? 

EQM: We sell a lot of Frigates from Printable Scenery and a lot of trains from War Layer. 

    

 

NO: Which product of yours deserves more attention than it gets? 

EQM: I commissioned the Gothic Space Ship Wreck by Terrain4Print. I’m really surprised we don’t 
get more orders for it. 

 

 

NO: How did you get into the tabletop wargaming business?  Did you begin as a gamer? 

EQM: I wanted to get my sons off video games, and into a hobby that involved interacting with 
people in person. The business grew out of that into a family business of providing high-
quality 3d printed terrain. I really like creating things and seeing the joy it brings to people. 

 

 

 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS (cont.) 
 
 

https://www.epicquestmaster.com/ships/
https://www.epicquestmaster.com/armored-sci-fi-train/
https://www.epicquestmaster.com/brands/Terrain4Print.html
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NO: What would you like to say to our readers to encourage them to visit your site? 

EQM: We have some of the best terrain designers under one roof. If they make it, we have access 
to the files. We always get compliments on our print quality and take pride in sending you out 
a great terrain piece. 

 

NO: What makes your company special/unique? What separates you from the rest of the 
pack? 

EQM: Passionate Customer Service is always our goal. The value of this came from years of being 
around Snap-on Tools and has served me well in other aspects of my life. We want you to 
come back, so we offer the best 3D terrain on the market. 

 

NO: What sort of hobbies do you participate in outside of work? 

EQM: Our oldest son loves to take his Blood Angels into battle. I run Ultramarines, Knights, Imperial 
Guard, Mechanicus, and some grey knights so you could say I like imperial soup. Our 
youngest son plays Necrons and a little T’au. We also play some AoS Knighthaunts/skeleton 
and Stormcast/Kharadron Overlords. I like Star Wars Armada and Adeptus Titanicus along 
with a few other games. 

 

NO: If you could gain entry into a new area of expertise or new demographic, what would it 
be? 

EQM: Currently learning ZBrush to start bringing some of our own designs to market. 

 

NO: What goals have you set for your business in 2019? 

EQM: We are continuing to expand our printer fleet along with testing out some new technology to 
potentially add to the business. 

 

NO: What has been your company’s finest achievement in business? 

EQM: We really enjoy all the positive comments from customers, and love being part of the gaming 
community. 

 

NO: What do you know about The NOVA Open Charitable Foundation? How long has your 
company been contributing to our endeavor and what are your favorite ways in which 
to contribute? 

EQM: The NOVA Open Charitable Foundation is a great foundation, and we really had a blast being 
a part of it last year. So we are back for our second year of supporting this event. 


